DATA CENTRE SERVICES

Equinix LD4

Datum Datacentres

Vissensa house its main financial services platforms at Equinix
Slough Campus comprising of three data centres with over 100,000
square feet of colocation space offering the highest levels of
network connectivity and latency.

Vissensa was one of the anchor clients at Datum Cody Park, due to
the fact it could offer our clients significant security levels. Based
on the highly secure Technology Park Campus, Vissensa can offer
its clients a robust data centre with added peace of mind when it
comes to security.

Designed to be highly resilient and energy efficient with 100%
renewable energy and 2N power infrastructure. The Equinix Campus
operates one of the country’s leading metro networks and as a
result houses some of the UK and Europe’s most critical platforms.
All of the Equinix slough facilities offer the highest levels of
resilience and security and hold a number certifications including;
ISO9001:2008, ISO27001:2005, ISO50001:2011, SSAE16, PCIDSS, OHSAS 18001.

		

State-of-the-Art data centre with good connectivity, 100%
uptime through 2N power infrastructure, and a large power reserve
providing the flexibility and space for more than 1,000 cages or
colocation racks.
The design of the facility meets the highest PUE energy efficient
standards and has enviable power density, resiliency and
security credentials including; ISO9001:2008, ISO27001:2005,
ISO50001:2011, PCI-DSS.

		 Security

Security

As a global data centre provider; Equinix deployments
benefit from the highest levels of security and connectivity.

Leading data centre outside of London, Datum provides
access to a high specification facility which includes:

24/7 directly employed on-site security

Highly secure campus with manned perimeter security

Physical man trap and biometric entry system

24/7 onsite security and access procedures

CCTV and recorders, external and internal

3 factor access control including biometrics

Secure deployments – caging to private suite

Secure cage deployments

		 Flexibility

		 Connectivity
Metro network connections to all major carriers

Generous power allocation racks

Amazon, Azure and software direct connects

Flexible deployment methods – colo, cage, suite

Ultra-low latency

Major diverse carrier connectivity

Complete resilient diverse network transits

Highly efficient cooling protects server life and warranties
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FULL RACK COLOCATION

HALF RACK COLOCATION

Vissensa’s Full Rack Colocation Services offer the perfect
environment for medium and enterprise sized businesses, offering
the highest specification colo, cage or suite deployment with the
assurance of space, power and cooling infrastructure being available
to fit your IT equipment.

QUARTER RACK COLOCATION

Vissensa’s Quarter Rack Colocation is perfect for entry level
colocation service to small or medium sized businesses looking
for a secure offsite data centre.

Vissensa’s Half Rack Colocation Services offer a flexible
environment for organisations looking to locate new project
requirements or re-deploy some of their IT equipment for disaster
recovery purposes.

Reduce CAPEX on data centre spend

Providing up to 22U’s worth of space in the rack

	Dedicated rack in some of the UK’s most sought after
facilities, allowing you the flexibility to use as you wish
with varying power requirements

Take advantage of high levels of resilience and connectivity

Power availability from 2 amps to 8 amps

Multi-site data centre deployments available

Remote or onsite support services available if needed

11U’s worth of space available to use as you wish

Flexible escorted access to the rack

	We understand how detrimental downtime can be to your
business which is why we ensure we provide the best service
to our clients – tier 1 banks trust us

	Vissensa’s managed support services available depending on
your need

Reduce costs compared to running internally
Unparalleled network connectivity

	Focus on what matter most – your business

Flexible escorted access to the rack

Significant uptime guarantees

	Reduce costs compared to running internally

	Includes one hour of remote hand service each month,
additional hours available if required

Multi-site data centre deployments

	Significant 99.999% data centre uptime
	Remote and onsite support available if needed
	Variety of network carrier available

Great platform to grow & save
If you’re thinking of the idea of colocation a quarter rack is a great
starting point, as you take on more space with us we can help to
reduce your CAPEX on data centre spend internally – freeing up
costs that can be used elsewhere.

Global colocation scope
At Vissensa we have relationships with not only UK but global
data centre providers, which allows us to work with you to
deploy your equipment and services where you need it to be.

Boost business performance & reduce costs
Running your IT onsite is often a costly option that becomes
inflexible and doesn’t give the security, flexibility or
resilience that the business needs, which is why Vissensa
can offer you the best alternative to enable you to focus on
your business objectives.

Avoid downtime running
equipment internally
With Vissensa’s colocation services we provide a secure and
reliable environment to help ensure your business continues
to run all the time with 99.999% uptime in our data centres.
We will fit your preference on either using it as your primary
facility or as disaster recovery/backup facility.

Simple, secure and flexible

Continue to operate nationally or globally

Operating your infrastructure as a private cloud in one of Vissensa’s
secure data centres is easier than you think and can give you the
additional benefits of total flexibility, connectivity to public cloud
networks and access to Vissensa’s experienced technical team. We have
been deploying private clouds for clients from tier one banks to SME’s.

Whatever your business model or markets, Vissensa can
ensure you will continue to run as normal providing your
services either within the UK or around the world.
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CLOUD SERVICES

FULL RACK
HALF RACK
QUARTER RACK

PRIVATE CLOUD
SHARED CLOUD
PUBLIC CLOUD
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MANAGED IT SERVICES
HOSTED DESKTOP
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
MANAGED PLATFORM

